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The following document describes a  technology 
based on a distributed ledger system such as Blockchain.

The Event ticketing industry – A multi-billion industry with 
so much potential is unfortunately broken and in need of 
DISRUPTION. The industry is being plagued by several 
problems such as ticketing fraud, exuberant fees and 
many more which will be addressed in the course of this 
whitepaper.

We can all agree that the entire global ticket market is 
rapidly evolving from the Internet to the Web: most of the 
major players in Europe now offer tickets online. Selling 
tickets online has now become a market to reckon with 
due to the attachment of individuals to their smartphones 
or mobile devices. Considering this, there simply cannot 
be another way to sell tickets. With this in view, the need 
to ensure event goers experience smooth purchase of 
event tickets without fear of losing their funds becomes 
inevitable. Hence the Birth of “Lamoneda”.

Lamoneda – a decentralized blockchain token network 
aims to disrupt the event ticketing industry by employing 
the services of the blockchain to proffer solutions to these 
problems by creating a suitable and transparent 
ecosystem where transactions can be made seamlessly 
with complete elimination of fraud.

ABSTRACT



DISCLAIMER

PLEASE READ THIS DISCLAIMER SECTION CAREFULLY. IF YOU ARE IN ANY 

DOUBT AS TO THE ACTION YOU SHOULD TAKE, YOU SHOULD CONSULT YOUR 

LEGAL, FINANCIAL, TAX, OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL ADVISOR(S).

This whitepaper does not constitute a prospectus of any sort, NEITHER is it a solicitation 

for investment and to our knowledge does not pertain in any way to an offering of 

securities, Shares or any other financial products or instruments falling under the scope 

of financial regulations in any jurisdiction. Its purpose is to clearly outline our vision about 

the properties and functionalities of the Lamoneda platform. 

This whitepaper is meant for an audience that has the profound understanding of 

concepts like the blockchain, its usage of public and private keys, cryptocurrencies and 

tokens. 

It is expected that the reader understands and accepts that while the Lamoneda 
Foundation will make reasonable efforts and work tirelessly to do its best to 
develop the MONEDA Protocol as outlined and follow the roadmap to reach all our 
goals, it is possible that such development may delay, fail or may be different as 
foreseen for technical, commercial, regulatory or other reasons. Even if all or parts of the 
MONEDA Protocol are successfully developed and released in full or in parts, due 
to a lack of interest from target stakeholders, the MONEDA Protocol could be 
fully or partially abandoned, remain commercially unsuccessful or shut down for lack of 
interest or other reasons.

ELIGIBILITY:

You are not eligible and you are not to purchase any LMDA Tokens if you are a citizen or 

resident of a geographic area in which access to or ownership of the LMDA Token is 

prohibited by applicable law, decree, regulation, treaty, or administrative act.



1.0   INTRODUCTION

We are keenly interested in the event ticketing industry and we aim to make this industry

better by employing the service of the new blockchain technology via the Lamoneda

platform.

Lamoneda is a decentralized blockchain token network that powers and engineers a

unique smart contract ticketing system otherwise known as (SmartTickets). Lamoneda

aims to solve the problems with current event ticketing systems available today, with

providing an additional benefit of using blockchain as the foundation.

Lamoneda system and its tokens (LMDA Tokens) will enable everyone in the ecosystem,

including all shareholders such as event managers of sport and concert events, party

organizers, social clubs and ticket purchasers to sell or buy SmartTickets using LMDA

Tokens and other traditional payment methods without the fear of fraud in any form.

Lamoneda will provide a simple user-friendly interface for event managers to manage

and execute SmartTicket sales globally from small to large events supported by the

underlying blockchain technology and LMDA Tokens. This is in a bid to empower a true

peer-to-peer network for purchasing and selling tickets to events goers.

We aim to provide a transparent platform that holds no surprises for clients and

customers when it comes to pricing and exchange of service. There are no tricksters

when it comes to Lamoneda. This makes Lamoneda a user-friendly platform that keeps

the process of purchasing a ticket as simple and clean as possible for all parties involved.

On Lamoneda, we will provide an ecosystem where consumers, individuals, event goers

can coexist and enjoy steady market prices for Event tickets including other great

benefits to be discussed in subsequent sections of this whitepaper while keeping our

core purpose in mind which is “To Eliminate Ticket Fraud”.

We strongly believe in the possibilities of the blockchain technology and the opportunities

it has to offer to disrupt the ticketing industry.





1.2 Decentralized Smart Ticketing Network 

Decentralization:

According to Wikipedia, Decentralization is the process by which the activities of an

organization, particularly those regarding planning and decision-making, are distributed

or delegated away from a central, authoritative location or group.

There are several monopolistic centralized companies in the event ticketing industry

which are seen to be causing more harm than good in the ecosystem. (Such companies

will be discussed in subsequent sections of this document).

The core feature of the blockchain technology and network is “decentralization” and

since the need for decentralization in the event ticketing industry is inevitable, we aim to

use the blockchain technology to create a Decentralized Smart Ticketing Network.

Decentralized Smart Ticketing Network

A quick scrutiny of the Centralized event ticketing infrastructure shows a system which is

vulnerable to hack and malicious attacks, manipulated exuberant fees and other fraud

related issues.

Before we proceed to explaining our decentralized smart ticketing network, we would like

to explain what Smart Ticketing means.

Smart ticketing simply refers to a system where a ticket is electronically stored on a

microchip rather than being printed on a paper ticket.

In effect, a decentralized smart ticketing network further refers to electronically storing,

processing and handling ticket business (which refers to sales, re-sales etc) on the

blockchain network while every related transactions are being governed and handled by

automated, unforgeable and transparent Smart Contracts.

The goal of Lamoneda is to provide a decentralized event hosting and ticket distribution

network.

Our decentralized Smart ticketing network will make it possible for Companies and

individuals to buy and sell tickets through unforgeable cryptographic signatures stored on

the ethereum blockchain and handled by smart contracts. We believe strongly that with

the help of our decentralized network, we can revolutionize and simplify the process of

buying and selling tickets by eliminating the centralized infrastructure.



Decentralized Smart Ticketing Network

On Lamoneda, all parties can therefore enjoy the lowest fees on transactions completed

and no downtime due to the decentralized nature of our ticketing network.

Our Decentralized Smart Ticketing network will be advocated by a true peer-to-peer

platform.

All transactions which refers to buying and selling of SmartTickets on the decentralized

Lamoneda token network built on the Ethereum blockchain are secured by 256-bit

data/file encryption – (which is one of the most secure encryption methods after 128-

and 192-bit encryption, and is used in most modern encryption algorithms, protocols and

technologies including AES and SSL). This is in a bid to protect our users from fraud and

prevent malicious attacks against the network.

1.3.  Lamoneda

LMDA Ethereum blockchain structure provides the necessary framework needed, to

implement scalable, fast, and cryptographically secure SmartTicket transactions.

The platform will utilize smart contracts as the underlying technology for the creation of

SmartTickets, harnessing the functional power of LMDA Tokens as a proof-of-purchase.

Lamoneda ticketing platform can also operate with fiat currencies; however, the

SmartTicket utility is optimized when using LMDA Tokens.

These SmartTickets will act as proof-of-purchase for any event, containing enforceable

pre-set conditions programmed into the ticket’s underlying smart contract code using

Ethereum’s native programming language Solidity. These conditions can be tailored to

store immutable information for any type of event imaginable.

Implementing Lamoneda blockchain token network for event management presents the

opportunity to upgrade the current event ticketing industry to faster transactions,

indisputable ticket vouchers and transparency from event hosts and fully programmable

functions using LMDA Tokens.

The Ethereum network provides a decentralized, Turing complete, virtual machine

capable of running a multitude of apps, decentralized applications, including smart

contracts, token systems, distributed file and data storage and the creation of

decentralization autonomous organizations. Anyone can implement smart contracts to

solve any computational problem, implementing logic from other programming

languages and translating it to enforceable contracts in Solidity [1]. Ethereum is the

ideal foundation for Lamoneda’s SmartTicket system.



1.3.1  Payment system 

Our payment processing system is designed in such a unique way that Event goers,

individuals and others can purchase these SmartTickets directly on the Lamoneda

network through a variety of payment gateways.



Payment system 

In essence, our LMDA Tokens will be used primarily for SmartTicket purchase but other

ERC20 tokens including Ethereum (“ETH”) may also be accepted. Event managers,

party organizers will also have the capability to accept fiat currency for SmartTicket sales

through several payment gateways.

Lamoneda will utilize various payment gateways that accept LMDA Tokens to purchase

products and services from over 180,000 vendors across 182 different countries. All the

Payment gateways to be used at Lamoneda are capable of converting the LMDA Tokens

in real time to the vendor’s currency.

1.3.2. SmartTicket Computational Costs

Let’s take a quick look at the meaning of “Computational Cost”

Computational cost is also known as computational complexity which simply refers to an

abstract notion having a precise mathematical definition and a field of a whole scientific

research.

Technically speaking,

Suppose we have come up with two different algorithms solving the same problem and

we have estimated exact number of operations for both algorithms, say, n2+100n and

0.2n2. We do not need to implement both algorithms in order to conclude that their

complexity are equal and are O(n2). From point of view of computational complexity

these algorithms have equal efficiency. However, to measure the cost of these

algorithms we need to implement them, run on a computer, and measure how much time

they take (in milliseconds, seconds, minutes...). This is cost and we'll obviously get

different time measures for n2+100n and 0.2n2 algorithms. Thus comparing their costs

we may choose a better algorithm for practical use.

SmartTicket Computational costs

Blockchain costs are subjected to a variable “gas” fee on the Ethereum network. Gas

exists only inside of the Ethereum Virtual Machine and is calculated based on the

amount of work done inside of a transaction. For larger and more complex SmartTickets

(in terms of the amount of work needed to compute the programming in the underlying

smart contract) the gas fee will be higher. The Ethereum blockchain currently averages

only a few cents per transaction, significantly lower than credit-card and bitcoin

transactions.



2. Market

Overview



Market overview 

Evolution of mobile ticket sales

As the number of events geometrically increases annually, managers and event

organizers continually strive to find advanced and improved methods to provide

maximum comfort and benefit to users. The sale of mobile tickets is one of the main

trends in the global secondary market. With the help of mobile tickets, people can

reserve tickets at their convenience and store them on their devices, eliminating the

need to download or print them. In addition, users can easily resell their tickets using

mobile applications at their own convenience. But despite the efforts of these event

organizers to ensure maximum convenience for customers, fraud in ticket sales, misuse

of fares and other problems continue to exploit this lucrative industry.

Lamoneda – a decentralized smart ticketing network will use the blockchain technology

to tackle these problems by creating a suitable and transparent ecosystem where event

goers, organizers can easily interact and transact with their customers at very cheap

transaction rates without any fear of fraud. Our Smart Contract technology has been

designed to replace every form of intermediary (which leads to higher transaction fees)

to bring about true decentralization in the event ticketing industry.

Europe Smart ticketing

The Europe smart ticketing market revenue is estimated to be $1.74 billion in 2017 and

is expected to reach $5.38 billion by 2023, growing at a CAGR of 20.69% during the

forecast period 2017-2023.



Market overview 

The demand for smart ticketing in Europe comes from the growth of the European

tourism industry, the simplified technological ecosystem and the need to innovate in

more ticketing systems in urban areas. The main payment service providers in Europe

are also strengthening their presence in this market by offering integrated payment

solutions through partnerships with developers and smart card operators. These

companies also conduct comprehensive data analysis and related tracking devices so

that operators can provide customized products and services.

Technological advances in the issuance of smart tickets have led companies to adopt

technologies such as NFC, QR code and barcode. The emergence of smartphones

equipped with NFC technology has allowed them to configure the necessary

infrastructure for the emission of smart tickets in all industries. The RFID technology is

widely used in smart cards due to its economy and is widely accepted in sports,

entertainment and transportation among other industries. Open payment systems are in

high demand due to reduced waiting times for payments in the industry. It is expected

that revenues from the RFID market will reach $ 2,131.1 million by 2023 and grow to a

CAGR of 20.2% during the forecast period.



2.1   Centralized event industry

The Billion – dollar ticketing industry is being mismanaged by the top ticketing

companies in a very centralized and monopolistic fashion. Adequate research shows that

majority of the ticket sales are facilitated by Ticketmaster, and they consistently drive

prices higher than the original ticket price while leaving ticket purchasers, event goers

with no choice than to abide by their unhealthy and demeaning rules as no other

alternatives are made available to these users. The current business practices promotes

the capitalist mentality which adds little value to the event experience, yet stockpiles a

disparate share of the profits.

Centralization in the ticketing industry has further degraded the ticketing ecosystem as

we have seen cases where event goers have patiently waited for tickets to be made

available for sale, only to have them sold-out nearly instantly by scalpers who automate

their strategies using trading software which resells them for outrageous markup prices.

Ticket companies are not left out of this quagmire as they go on to make ticket sales

directly on the secondary market, shifting the profits from scalpers back to themselves

and extorting event goers instead of properly identifying and working on methods to

address this lingering problem.

Every player in the ticketing ecosystem such as event goers, event organizers are

seriously affected by this monopolistic business approach of top ticketing companies.

To further buttress our point in regards to the big players in the centralized event-ticket

industry, we would be using three (3) of the biggest companies as case studies. These

companies are;

 Eventbrite

 Ticketmaster/ live nation

 Stubhub

EVENTBRITE

Eventbrite charges a service fee of 3.5% and $0.60 per ticket sold, plus another 2.5% of

the ticket price for processing payments, all in US dollars. In other currencies, the fees

are up to

8% per transaction [2]. While these charges are typically less than that of Ticketmaster’s

infamous “convenience” fee, they are still unnecessarily high. Eventbrite’s centralized

platform hosts around 2 million events per year and processes an average of 4 million

tickets each week.



Market overview 

TICKETMASTER/LIVE NATION

Ticketmaster’s current monopolistic domination of the ticketing industry produced $10.4

Billion in revenue in 2017 [3], with the majority coming from convenience fees,

processing fees, and transaction fees. In many cases, these “convenience” fees are

unavoidable and there is no alternative because Ticketmaster prohibits alternative

purchasing methods.

STUBHUB

StubHub is owned by eBay and went from providing a small service to buy and sell

tickets for events on the resale-market, to running an international ticketing marketplace.

They take a commission fee for each ticket purchase. StubHub’s fourth-quarter gross

merchandising volume was over $2.5 billion in 2017 and has grown 20-30% year-over-

year [4].

The invention of the Lamoneda platform and currency is timely as it seeks to

revolutionize the ticketing industry by championing the course of proper decentralization

in the ecosystem. We are here to ensure that power gets back into the hands of event

goers by adding a level of transparency to event ticketing which rivals current big

business event management options.



2.2.   Current market problem 

The section aims to outline and discuss several problems that degrades the event

ticketing industry.

2.2.1. Ticket Counterfeiting (Fraud)

What is TICKET FRAUD?

This simply refers to making ticket purchases from an agent or a website for an event or

concert, but being sold bogus tickets at even higher prices without any hope of getting a

refund.

Ticket touting otherwise known as ticketing fraud is believed to be a multibillion dollar

market, and online ticket fraud continues to rise annually.

A quick data research shows several online ticketing fraud cases reported between Nov.

2014 – Oct. 2015, major sporting events such as the Rugby WC (World Cup) and PLF

(Premier League Football) accounted for more than a quarter of all incidents of ticketing

fraud.

The ticketing business is currently considered to be a risky one and in the same Venn,

customers or event goers often worry about authenticity of the ticket being purchased.

Sellers are also caught in the web of ticket counterfeiting as they have so much to put

into consideration such as ensuring that a secure system which keep fraudsters at bay is

put in place. This directly hangs the sellers or vendors reputation and business on the

balance.

Technology advancement has attracted more event goers to the internet to make their

ticket purchases, which is a good thing but scammers and ticket swindlers are drawn to

the internet too to carry out their fraudulent activities which involves selling fake tickets to

desperate buyers.

Let’s take a case study, It is a known fact that during March Madness and “summer

concert season”, the prices of tickets inflates drastically. With this inflation, customers

are coerced to patronize sites like eBay, Craiglist and others for second hand tickets with

the hope of getting these tickets are cheaper rates. As a result of this desperation of

customers to get these tickets at subsidized rates, they become prey to ticket swindlers

i.e. people who create fake tickets which almost cannot be differentiated from the original

tickets.

Bots are not left out of this saga, they are also responsible for disrupting the connection

between event organisers and their final customers that needs to attend an event, thus

severing the relationship between the two, which is a real stumbling block for the

industry.



Market overveiw

On the International scene, sporting events and concerts featuring international artists

also attract scammers from around globe to attempt making profit from the excitement

surrounding major events. Often targeted are Commonwealth Games; Rugby, Cricket

and Soccer events; AFL and NRL Grand Finals and numerous concerts by popular

performers such as Justin Beiber, Ed sheran and others.

On this scale, ticket scammers carry out their fraud by creating bogus websites and

tickets prior to these events, to rob event goers and customers of their money and the

chance to attend these events. These scam cases are so terrible that it has been

reported that some of these cheated ticket buyers aren’t even aware they were sold

bogus tickets until they arrive at the event and are refused admittance.

2.2.2 High Mark-ups

The activities of scalpers in the event ticketing industry has led to the incessant raise in

ticket prices due to greed and a monopolistic profit approach. The unhealthy resale

activities carried out by these scalpers leads to high markup on these resale tickets.

Scalper simply refers to a person who buys large quantities of items on demand, such as

tickets for events, at a regular price, in the hope that the tickets will sell out. The Scalper

then resells the items at a higher price for profit gains. For example, a scalper buys 12

tickets for UEFA CL and tries to sell them to customers a few days or hours before the

game at an infamous price. Such transactions often appear in a black market that is not

healthy for the event ticketing industry.

In addition, it is important to keep in mind that the high markups on these resale tickets

are a rage among users who are trying to obtain original tickets for the primary market

when they are available for the first time on the release date. It's often a digital race in

the group of early fans to buy tickets, because if you wait more than a few minutes, it's

too late.



Market overveiw

2.2.3 Instant sell-outs

The instant sell out of any event ticket is a nightmare to an event goer, fan and supporter

seeking to purchase tickets to attend a concert or to go see the super bowl and a whole

lot more.

Scalpers are the major culprits behind the instant sell-out of event tickets.

When general tickets for an event becomes available for sale, scalpers are known to

device every means necessary to snatch these tickets off the primary market only to be

resold on the secondary market at a ridiculous fee. For example if a ticket costs $1,500

on the primary market, Scalpers can instantly purchase all the tickets off the market

leaving the event goers and fans at a desperate state to get these tickets. The tickets are

then further sold on a secondary market by these scalpers at a very ridiculous prices

even as high as $350,000 per ticket. This leaves the average event goer or fan frustrated

and this could further lead to these fans being scammed as a result of their desperation.

2.2.4 Overpriced resale tickets on secondary markets

Scalped tickets which are being resold on the secondary markets are outrageously

priced and this slowly degrades the event ticketing industry.

Let’s consider a real life scenario:

On February 5, 2011, New York City’s LCD Soundsystem announced its extravagant

farewell. On April 2 of that same year, the indie collective announced that it would play its

final show at the highest heights of Big Apple performances: Madison Square Garden.

Presale tickets were available in person at Mercury Lounge and through Ticketmaster

and Bowery Presents — but only a select few fans got them at $1,500. The general

tickets became available three days later and they were instantly snatched up and were

being resold on the secondary market at a staggering $350,000 a ticket.

From the real life scenario cited above, we could see a big difference on the price of

tickets which went from $1,500 on the primary market to an outrageous price of

$350,000.

This overpricing continually plagues the ticketing industry.



Market overveiw

2.2.5 Excessive processing fees

A close study of the top three (3) of the biggest companies in the centralized event-

ticketing industry as earlier explained in previous sections above shows unnecessary

exploiting of fans through excessive ticket processing fees.

Let’s take Eventbrite as a case study,

Eventbrite charges a service fee of 3.5% and $0.60 per ticket sold, plus another 2.5% of

the ticket price for processing payments, all in US dollars. In other currencies, the fees

are up to 8% per transaction. Technically speaking, they pay also for these processing

fees to MasterCard, Visa and the likes but still the extra fees are really unnecessary.

2.2.6. Website performance

An event ticket sales website which handles the sales of tickets for popular events such

as a Justin Beiber Concert, the Super Bowl, etc. could suffer traffic overload due to lot of

visits and activities on the website. These Large volumes of ticket purchasers can

simultaneously flood these websites at the release of the tickets which often leads to

overload and a ticket crash system.

Furthermore, there have been reported cases of event ticket services being affected by

DDoS attacks against their Domain Name Servers which crashes their websites at the

time of ticket purchasing.

On several occasions, top guns in the event industry such as Ticketek and Ticketmaster

have been associated with programming errors, malfunctioning websites which are

unable to cope with high consumer demand.

This lingering problem currently degrades the event ticketing industry.



2.3   SOLUTION



Solution

At Lamoneda, we have carefully researched some of the problems currently rocking the

event ticketing industry and have now proffered lasting solutions by using the blockchain

technology to further improve the event ticketing ecosystem.

These solutions will be properly outlined and discussed in this section.

Ticket Counterfeiting:

It is no news that ticket fraud prevails in the event ticket industry as counterfeit tickets

are created and sold for events.

 Lamoneda aims to solve this problem by ensuring that only a limited amount of

unassailable SmartTickets will be available for each event and are linked the event’s

unique smart contract. Our SmartTicket has a unique sequence number which makes

it impossible to be sold more than once or even counterfeited on the network. The

Proof of ownership can be verified through the Ethereum blockchain by implementing

zero-knowledge proofs whereby a purchaser can prove ownership of their ticket

without revealing any personal information besides that which is needed to prove the

ticket ownership

It is important to note that when a ticket has an irrefutable proof of authenticity, resell

becomes far-fetched.

 On Lamoneda, we developed a system using the blockhain technology where users

can flawlessly transmit tickets to anyone for gifting or reselling. Our SmartTickets have

the ability to maintain data in the form of unique smart contract codes which can be

interpreted through the Lamoneda Oracle, which simply implies that if a SmartTicket is

resold, all of the original ticket information is still embedded on Lamoneda framework.



Solution

Scalping and Resale Issues

There are several reported cases of event ticket vendors and resellers scalping their own

tickets and then reselling them for as much as a 200% markup on their own subsidiary

platforms.

 On Lamoneda, our SmartTickets are fully programmable, enabling smart contract

code that can pin tickets at a stable price, designate a maximum markup value, or

attribute any other individual or group ticket pricing variables on both the primary and

secondary markets.

How can we prevent massive ticket purchase from scalpers which leads to instant sell-

outs?

 We would prevent massive ticket purchases from scalpers by ensuring that event

ticket distribution options can be personalised with any custom range on the number

of tickets available to single users or groups and optional constraints that allow for

alternative distribution methods.

Ticket scalpers deceive buyers into purchasing re-sale VIP tickets at outrageous prices

and this does not qualify these customers for VIP features because these tickets are

ineligible for VIP features on resale term.

 Lamoneda will have an integrated ticket resale reputation system which allows event

ticket vendors and resellers to build and grow their reputation as they sell

SmartTickets. Scalpers will also be clearly identified by their SmartTicket reputation.

Transparency (pre-sale ticket offerings & event ticket services)

Pre-sale ticket offerings are often not transparent.

 On Lamoneda, we will be using the Ethereum blockchain as a foundation to offer a

higher level of transaction accountability, scalability to the event ticketing industry than

any existing centralized ticketing system available. The Lamoneda network on the

blockchain ensures complete transparency to all parties involved.



Solution

Event ticket services opt-in ticket purchasers into unnecessary subscriptions to media

and marketing material in a deceptive manner during the ticket purchasing process.

 Lamoneda will not lend themselves or its users to deceptive tactics, our SmartTickets

underlying smart contract code is fully programmable and could be created in a fully

transparent manner to incorporate add-ons like food and drink, parking, 50/50 draws

merchandise credit and any combination of products or services.

Website Performance

Popular worldwide events attracts large volumes of ticket purchasers which can

simultaneously flood an event ticket sales website when tickets are released and often

overload and crash the ticket purchasing system.

 Due to the decentralized nature of the Lamoneda’s transaction framework, the

purchasing of tickets will not be limited to our website and mobile applications. We will

develop a ticket purchasing interface that can be distributed on an unlimited number of

websites, all selling tickets through a plugin, dispersing traffic from a centralized

server, avoiding potential crashes and allowing significantly more people to buy tickets

simultaneously and seamlessly.

DDoS attacks against their Domain Name Servers.

These attacks can crash event sales websites at the time of ticket purchasing.

 The Lamoneda distributed platform will pull information from the Ethereum blockchain

and verify it through validating nodes distributed globally. Distribution protects the

network by incentivizing positive behaviour and eliminating single points of attack.



3. Lamoneda

FEATURES



3.1   Lamoneda Oracle

Lamoneda Oracle will be designed to apply the “push and pull” strategy to obtain data

from smart contracts. This will help to alleviate computational stress from the Ethereum

Virtual Machine and will communicate through an integrated MONEDA plugin which is

distributable across the web for access to ticket purchases and interaction with the

SmartTickets system.

3.2   Data Analysis

On Lamoneda, our SmartTicket metadata holds relevant information related to all types

of events which can be used for statistical analysis.

This SmartTicket metadata makes it possible for event creators or organizers to easily

analyse and predict future ticket sales and make projections using variables such as

 Quantity of SmartTickets sold per event

 Number of smart tickets available before sales

 SmartTicket sale rate – this simply shows how quickly tickets are sold

 SmartTickets Sales Price

This information is recorded and made available in real-time so that the amount of

SmartTickets for upcoming public events remaining is made available for everyone.

This fosters transparency on our platform.



3.3   Forwarding smart contracts

On Lamoneda, we will employ the “forwarding Smart Contracts” to handle and process

RSVP deposits or partial payments for events. Using the “forwarding smart contracts”,

transactions can be initialized as the terms are being guaranteed by the SmartTicket

system which is enforceable until the event is completed or whenever the custom

timestamp expires.

3.4.  SmartTicket Digital Collection

Lamoneda is designed to allow customers, individuals or event goers who purchase our

SmartTickets to a gain access to a complete record of their event history which is

displayed to them through the Lamoneda transaction framework on the Lamoneda

Oracle. This further creates a digital collection of ticket stubs and a literal “chain of

events” to help recollect memories which can be shared with Family, friends and even on

social media.

These extra features were incorporated to incentivize the adoption of our SmartTicket

platform.

This simply implies that as the network and community grows, so will the utility of the

LMDA Tokens for operation and value-added features.



3.5. Benefits of the    

Lamoneda platform 



Benefits of the Lamoneda platform

In a bid to sanitize, disrupt and revolutionize the event ticket industry, the dedication

and goal of the Lamoneda platform is to completely eliminate fraud and provide a

transparent ecosystem for event organizers, event goers, artists, fans etc. to co-exist

and carry out seamless transactions.

Being a part of the Lamoneda platform not only ensures fraud-less operations, but

attracts major benefits for its users.

The benefits of using the Lamoneda platform are as stated below;

 Multiple payment gateway: As a user of the Lamoneda, you are entitled to use any of

the multiple payment gateway available on our platform.

 Clients are entitled to frequent discounts on any of our events

 Integrated ticket exchange: We have a ticket exchange integrated on our app, this

makes it possible for users to buy and sell tickets and also exchange the LMDA

token for any other currency of their choice.

 Ticket transferability: This enables a user to easily transfer tickets purchased for an

event to another user without any form of hitch or stress.

For example, Mr A purchased a Smartticket for Justin beiber’s concert, he later

changed his mind on attending the concert, instead of allowing this ticket to go to

waste, he can simply transfer that same ticket to another user who is available to

attend the concert.

 Lamoneda platform accommodates new technologies which makes it possible for

ticket purchasers to attend any of our event with just their mobile phones instead of

using a paper ticket.

 In a case of ticket transferability, the transferred ticket still upholds the same

condition.

 Our ticket purchase are not limited to just one form of currency alone as there are

different payment options available to purchase our tickets with such as using Fiat,

LMDA and other available cryptocurrencies.



3.6  Lamoneda – the best choice for all events

The advent of the Lamoneda platform can be considered to be the salvation for all event

goers. It is worthy of note to properly buttress our purpose of existence, which is to rid

the event ticketing industry of afflicting problems such as ticket counterfeiting, ticket

scalpers, instant sell-outs and overpriced resale tickets etc.

Lamoneda and its problem-solving capabilities using the ethereum blockchain remains

the best choice for all events.

We would quickly highlight some points to further promote our assertion – The best

Choice for all events.

 Verified tickets – This ensures none of our ticket can be falsified or counterfeited.

 Stable Prices – We ensure ticket price across our platform is fixed

 Seats for events are guaranteed on our platform

 All verified tickets are stored on the Ethereum blockchain which ensures no

counterfeiting or fraud.

 There is little or no fee attached when using the LMDA token to purchase event tickets

 Event promoters are entitled to their rewards where necessary.

 No high mark-ups.

 Refunds are guaranteed in case of any ticket issues encountered.

 Ticket purchasing is now fun as individuals can make these purchases using our

mobile app on their smartphones

 Holders of LMDA Tokens are entitled to different benefits, ranging from priority seating,

discounted pricing, and early bird tickets etc.

 Complete elimination of ticket Fraud and High Mark-ups From Event Ticket Sales.

Benefits for Artists, event organizers

1. Lamoneda bridges the gap of communication between Artists and their fans

2. Artists and event organizers can monitor their ticket sales in real-time

3. An Event venue is easier to locate as it is now linked to Google maps for easy

directions

4. Artists and event organizers can now easily reach out to their fans and promote their

events

5. Artists can now show appreciation to their fans using our app. E.g a short thank you

video



3.7  Revenue generation for the Lamoneda Platform 

In a bid to further develop the Lamoneda platform, we are taking advantage of certain

opportunities available to us as outlined below to help generate revenue for the platform.

These opportunities are stated as follows;

1. Event organization – We would organize events such as Musical festivals, concerts,

comedy shows, theatre etc. This will create revenue for the Lamoneda platform

2. Singing of artists – As a result of our connection with some of the biggest artists

around the world, We would sign up top artists globally which includes Africa to have

exclusive rights to sell their tickets. We believe this is major stepping stone for

Lamoneda.

3. Ticket Resale – we would purchase tickets to top-class events around the world in

wholesale and then resell at very reasonable prices to our clients having a set mark-up

of 20% only.



4. Lamoneda

COIN DISTRIBUTION

COIN DISTRIBUTION
This is a non-regulatory means of raising

funds for a new company of cryptographic

value. Start-up companies use the Coin 
Distribution to bypass a rigorous and 
regulated capital increase process required by

venture capitalists or banks.

At Lamoneda, we aim to offer a percentage of

the LMDA tokens to our very first sponsors of

this project in exchange for fiat currencies and

other cryptocurrencies. This is to enable us

develop the Lamoneda platform extensively to
eradicate fraud and other issues (as

elucidated in previous sections) to further

disrupt and revolutionize the event ticketing

industry.



4.1  basic token features

TOKEN NAME Lamoneda

TOKEN SYMBOL
LMDA

UNSOLD 
TOKENS
WILL  BE 
ALLOCATE
D TO OUR 
COIN 
HOLDERS

TOKEN STANDARD
ERC20

COUNTRY OF ORIGIN

TOTAL NUMBER OF TOKENS
500 Million

CROWDSALE
362.5 Million

ACCEPTED CURRENCIES

ETH, BTC, 
LTC, VISA &

MAsterCard



4.2  TOKEN DISTRIBUTION

The Token distribution will be allocated as shown below;

Pre-Sale – 144 Million LMDA

(120MLN LMDA +20% = 144million LMDA will be sold at  0.00005 ETH

ICO Sale – 218.5 Million LMDA

(190MLN LMDA +15% = . 218.5million LMDA will be sold at  0.00007 ETH

Reserve – 90 Million LMDA

Bounty – 6 Million LMDA

Airdrop – 6 Million LMDA

Team – 35.5 Million LMDA

For further clarification, please check the figure below;





4.3  FUNDS DISTRIBUTION

Marketing (55%) – Lamoneda’s goal is to change, disrupt and revolutionize the global

event ticketing industry. To achieve this goal, marketing is crucial and will include a global

marketing initiative of social media, internet marketing, traditional advertising, trade

shows, events, sponsorships, etc.

It is important to know that the keynote to our success will be bringing awareness,

education and understanding of the advantages of the smart ticketing platform,

cryptocurrency and blockchain technology to a global market.

55% of the total funds realized will be made available for a well brainstormed and

planned marketing campaign. This is very critical to stability of the platform and we have

a detailed global marketing plan in place for this.

Development (21%) – 21% of the total funds realized will be allocated to the design and

development of Lamoneda’s SmartTicket system, Oracle and mobile applications.

Operations (10%) – 10% of the total funds realized will be allocated to Ethereum

network, bandwidth, server, general operational overhead expenses and office space.

Staffing (11%) – 11% of the total funds realized will be allocated to management, staffing,

and contractors.

Legal (3%) – 3% of the total funds realized will be allocated to incorporation, worldwide

legal assistance, trademarks and international compliance.

For clarity sake you can checkout the figure in the ned;

4.4   Token Technology

Lamoneda LMDA Tokens are based on the Ethereum ERC20 standard.

The LMDA Tokens will be compatible with any Ethereum wallet or other applications that use 
the same ERC20 standards.



FUNDS 

DISTRIBUTION



4.5  TOKEN SALE

All participants of the Lamoneda token sale are directly making contributions to our 

Smart Contract System for the development of the Lamoneda SmartTickets platform as 

described in previous sections in this whitepaper. 

You can find below few keynotes to our token sale;

 Only 500 million LMDA Tokens will be created and that will be the total supply of

LMDA Tokens. No further LMDA Tokens will be created.

 362.5 million LMDA Tokens will be made available for presale/crowdsale participants

(72.5%of the total supply).

 Any tokens remaining at the end of the token sale will be allocated to our coin
holders.

 144 Million LMDA will be made available for participants of the presale and sold at a

discount rate of  0.00005 ETH.

 218.5 Million LMDA will be made available for participants involved in the ICO and

sold at a discount rate of  0.00007 ETH.
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M A R T I N  H A S P E R

Advisor

6 . T E A M

Martin Is an Entrepreneur and 

Businessman. He is the head of 

operations in one of the biggest oil 

companies in the world “SHELL” 

Netherlands. Martin is a 

cryptocurrency enthusiast and 

investor. He has invested in so 

many Start-up companies.

A l i  S a l e h

C O O

Ali has been active and engaged in the 

cryptocurrency community since 2016. 

He has since imbedded himself 

strategically within the cryptocurrency

and blockchain space. With his expert 

negotiating and advanced sales skills, Ali 

demonstrates passion and purpose with 

every business transaction that comes his 

way. As a natural entrepreneur and 

mentor, Ali has had exceptional success 

in countless business ventures. Ali serves 

the entrepreneurial world with 

unparalleled authenticity and integrity, his 

two most important focal points when 

conducting business. 

G e r B e n n e

M a r k e t i n g  D i r e c t o r

Mr. Banne has vast experience in the 

cryptocurrency world, he is one of the 

major backers of Dagcoin.org 

Based on his expertise and unrivalled 

experience in the crypto world, it is 

tempting to say he is the missing piece of 

any ICO project and his presence on 

Lamoneda is a sign of great things to 

happen in the platform.



Q u e b e c  E h i

P R / P r o j e c t  M a n a g e r

Quebec Ehi is the CEO and Founder of Quizy

Entertainment Amsterdam. Quebec is an 

entrepreneur, technology enthusiast in 

blockchain technology and a well-seasoned 

cryptocurrency investor. He has co-founded 

different companies including Site Massage 

which is known to be one of the biggest 

massage companies in the Netherlands.

With his immense experience in the 

entertainment industry, Quebec has sold out 

concerts in different European countries. He 

has also worked with Top-Artists and DJs in 

the entertainment business.

G l i n o K a r j a d i

A d v i s o r

Glino is a dedicated entrepreneur and 

 has more than 20 years of experience in 

successful planning, developing and 

marketing of innovative solutions to help 

better the lives of consumers.

C o l l i n s  O r o n s a y e

C T O

Collins is a highly skilled and experienced 

Software Engineer/Solutions Architect 

with over 10 years’ experience in the 

design, development and implementation 

of Enterprises Applications and a plethora 

of business critical solutions and services

S a l  S a l e h

C F O

Sal is the Co-founder of SWDP and his 

background includes evaluation, 

underwriting, and execution of both 

residential and commercial real estate 

transactions as a Principal of HMG. 

Capital formation, investor relations, 

lending, raising debt and equity, asset 

management, and business development 

are a few of his strong suits. He currently 

has a 30mm dollar pipe line of deals to 

fund. With a year to date funding record 

of over 10MM.



4NET INTERACTIVE

Full service Internet, Mobile, Blockchain, E-

Commerce and Web development company

with over 50 employees. They work

for companies like: Ajax football club, Canal 
Digitaal, Eftelling, Unilever, ABN AMRO

BANK, Springer and Sanoma. 4Net is an

experienced full service internet agency which

offers clients the best possible service

by combining creativity, design and

innovative technology. During the course of our

projects, we strive hard to ensure development,

quality and flexibility are constantly

monitored.



Partnerships

In a bid to ensure we completely transform and revolutionize the events tickets industry, 

we will be engaging in strategic partnerships across the globe to make our goal a reality.

Below are some of the proposed partnerships we intend going into. 

1. Teatro Kapital Madrid

This is the city’s biggest club and features on 7 floors everything from House to Funky 

and from Latin to Dance music.

2. TicketSwap Netherlands

Tikcetswap is the safest way to buy and sell e-tickets. Their Prices are considered as 

being fair since it doesn’t exceed 20% above the original price.

3. PULSE NIGERIA (http://www.pulse.ng/lifestyle/events/)
Pulse NG is Nigeria's new media network. 24/7 live news & videos, entertainment,

sports, lifestyle, celebrities & more.

4. AFRITICKETS (https://www.afritickets.com/)
Afritickets is an advanced and secure online ticketing platform specifically designed for

the Africa market. They provide effective event marketing and event ticketing services

that give relief to the event industry within Africa.

5. EventNowNow

http://eventnownow.com/ 

http://www.pulse.ng/lifestyle/events/
https://www.afritickets.com/
http://eventnownow.com/


 Do I have to log in to Buy your Token?

NO.

For security and safety reasons, it is in the users’ best interest to keep their investment safe 

and outside the website in case of any website breach. For this reason, all tokens are 

sent to your personal wallet. You are responsible for the security of your token and your 

personal wallet. All Tokens are LOCKED and can not be traded until the end of the ICO.

 How can I purchase LMDA tokens?

In order to participate in the Lamoneda token sale, you need to have an ETH wallet. We 

recommend that you create your personal Ethereum wallet using recommendations from the 

Ethereum official site ethereum.org .

 How can I create a crypto-wallet?

You can use recommendations from Ethereum official website ethereum.org for choosing your 

ETH wallet.

 What are these addresses for?

This address is what you need to make the payment. For more information,  you can always 

join our telegram group and ask all the questions you have.

 Can I pay for the tokens via exchange?

NO! We accept only ETH from personal wallets. For example Imtoken, MyetherWallet etc.

 Who can participate in this ICO?

1. You have to be 18 years and above.

2. We are SORRY but the following countries can not participate:  China, Singapore or

North Korea.

FAQ



Lamoneda’s project will be launched to disrupt, revolutionize and sanitize the event 

ticketing industry by the employing the potency of the blockchain and ethereum technology 

to develop a SmartTicket system for all events. This is being built on a peer-to-peer, 

decentralized platform where SmartTickets carry special properties which are meticulous 

in smart contracts that are not available on any centralized traditional event management 

ticket sales system. 

Lamoneda envisions an ideal world where Fraud is completely ELIMINATED and everyone 

is able to purchase tickets for their choices of events through the use of a transparent and 

accountable event ticketing system that provides additional benefits to event 

organizers/hosts, artists, fans etc.

THERE IS NO FUN WHEN THERE IS FRAUD.

Ticket purchasers, event organizers/promoters and fans all over the world have continually 

searched for a ticketing system which provides a hassle free, fraud-less and secure 

experience when it comes to tickets and events.  

Finally, this search has come to a halt! 

With Lamoneda – a powerful blockchain decentralized platform capable of completely 

transforming and revolutionizing the ticketing industry the World will have this free and 

Fraud-less events industry.

We are LAUNCHING our ICO to give everyone around the World a fair chance to become 

a part of this revolution and life-changing opportunity which has never been experienced in 

the history of this industry.

Feel free to become a part of this great community and learn more.

CONCLUSION



Website: https://Lamoneda.co/

Telegram: https://t.me/lamonedacommunity

Official Twitter: https://twitter.com/lamonedaevents

For More Information, Please 

visit our website or any of our 

social media channels below

https://lamonedacoin.com/



